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Carrying bags 
 
camBags 
heavydutyBags 
run&gunBags 
backPacks 
monitorguards 
lightBags 

 

 

tripodBags 
audioBags 
accessoryBags 

 

Protection covers 
 
wetSuits 
camSuits 
desertSuits 
snowCoats 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description 

This camSuit fits the Sony range of PDW-680, 700 and 

800 XDCAM HD shoulder camcorders. It’s a hand-made 

Cordura® nylon camera cover, with foam padding on the 

inside for maximum protection.  

Transparent vinyl windows allow a clear view on, and 

complete access to the controls. The cover also has a 

built-in rain cover to protect your equipment in bad 

weather conditions. 

A separate viewfinder cover and pouch for your wireless 

are also included in the package. It attaches to the back 

of the camSuit with hook and loop fasteners. The 

section on the side with the vinyl window for the 

monitor, can be opened in two part, one upwards and 

one downwards.  

This item will be delivered to you in a waterproof pouch 

with zipper, which you can use for storing and 

transportation when not in active use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key features  

 Form-fitted for the Sony PDW-680, 700 and 800 
camera range 

 Tailor–made of Cordura® nylon  

 Protection against scratches due to daily wear and 
tear 

 Easy access to the controls, monitor, ports, memory 

cards and batteries  

 Strong Easy-on-Easy-off construction with hook and 

loop fasteners and YKK® zippers 

 Built-in rain cover 

 Separate viewfinder cover and wireless pouch 

 Handmade in France, Europe 

 5 Year warranty 

 

Packaging 

Dimensions of the storage pouch with the product enclosed. 

Outside dimension: cm:   40 x 27  
inch: 15.7 x 10.6 

Weight: kg:    0.70 
lbs:   1.54 

 
Included in the package  
1 camSuit PDW-700/800 
1 Viewfinder cover 
1 Pouch for wireless  
1 Built-in rain cover 
1 Waterproof storage pouch with zipper 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product information 

camSuit PDW-700/800 

Productname: camRade camSuit PDW-700/800 

SKU: CAM-CS-PDW700-800  

EAN/UCC: 8718591670251 

Resistant against: 
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